Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

**New providers**

- *Provider: International Monetary Fund (intmonetary)*
  IMF eLibrary

**New collections**

- Provider: Cambridge University Press (CUP)
  Cambridge EBA ebooks Complete Collection
- Provider: Hein Online (heinonline)
  HeinOnline Brill Nijhoff Journal Collection
  HeinOnline Brill Nijhoff Yearbook Collection
- Provider: Ovid (Ovid)
  LWW Premium Basic Sciences Collection – Health Library
- Provider: Oxford University Press (OUP)
  Oxford University Press Global Reference Discontinued Titles
  University Press Scholarship Online Discontinued Titles
- Provider: Project Muse (Muse)
  Project Muse T.S. Eliot Series Books
- Provider: S. Karger AG (karger)
  Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014
  Karger eBooks Collection 2018-2019
Karger eBooksCollection FastFacts 2001-2005
Karger eBooksCollection FastFacts 2016
Karger eBooksCollection FastFacts 2017
Karger eBooksCollection FastFacts 2018
Karger eBooksCollection FastFacts Complete

• Provider: Skillsoft Books (Books24x7)

Skillsoft Books en Español Skillport Collection
Skillsoft Books Summaries Skillport Collection
Skillsoft BusinessPro Skillport Collection
Skillsoft Desktop Skillport Videos
Skillsoft ElémentsEssentielsFrançais Skillport Collection
Skillsoft EngineeringPro Skillport Collection
Skillsoft FinancePro Skillport Collection
Skillsoft German Complete Skillport Collection
Skillsoft IT and Desktop Skillsoft Videos
Skillsoft ITPro Skillport Collection
Skillsoft IT Skillport Videos
Skillsoft Leadership Channel Skillport Collection
Skillsoft OfficeEssentials Skillport Collection

• Provider: SpringerLink (springerlink)

Springer Book Archive – Professional Computing and Web Design pre-1990
Springer English/International eBooks 2020 – Full Set
Springer Intelligent Technologies and Robotics eBooks 2020 English+International

New cooperatively contributed collections

X-Paste content

Updated collections

• *** CMU e-Documents (global.112249.1) – contributed by Canadian Mennonite University
• *** DTL OA Salvation Army texts from Hathitrust (global.215387.256) – contributed by De La Salle-College of Saint Benilde
• *** Mobile Technology for Teachers (MT4T) ebooks (global.134393.43) – contributed by Digital Theological Library

* indicates a new provider
*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.
Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist; not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection. Discontinued collections have a lifespan of about six months+ before they are deleted. Plan to deselect discontinued collections before OCLC removes them from the knowledge base so you have a chance to select alternative collections. Find more information on the Discontinued knowledge base collections page.

Discontinued Collection: Proquest PsycBOOKS (global.85992.120420))
Select this collection instead: ProQuest PsycBOOKS (PQUEST.psycbooks)

- Provider: International Monetary Fund (openly) (imf)

Discontinued Collection: International Monetary Fund (openly.jsCate.imf)
Select this collection instead: IMF eLibrary (intmonetary.elibrary)

- Provider S. Karger AG (karger)

Discontinued Collection: Karger Non-Serials Books (karger.ebooks)
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection (karger.ebookscoll)

Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger Non-Serials Books 2007 (karger.ebooks2007)
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger Non-Serials Books 2009 (karger.ebooks2009)
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger Non-Serials Books 2010 (karger.ebooks2010)
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger Non-Serials Books 2011 (karger.ebooks2011)
Select this collection instead: Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger Non-Serials Books 2012 (karger.ebooks2012)
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)
Discontinued Collection: Karger Non-Serials Books 2013 (karger.ebooks2013)  
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger Non-Serials Books 2014 (karger.ebooks2014)  
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 2015 (karger.ebookscoll2015)

Discontinued Collection: Karger Non-Serials Books 2016 (karger.ebooks2016)  
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 2016 (karger.ebookscoll2016)

Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 2017

Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger eBooks Serials Collection 2007 (karger.ebookscoll2007)  
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger eBooks Serials Collection 2009 (karger.ebookscoll2009)  
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger eBooks Serials Collection 2010 (karger.ebookscoll2010)  
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger eBooks Serials Collection 2011 (karger.ebookscoll2011)  
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger eBooks Serials Collection 2012 (karger.ebookscoll2012)  
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger eBooks Serials Collection 2013 (karger.ebookscoll2013)  
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)

Discontinued Collection: Karger eBooks Serials Collection 2014 (karger.ebookscoll2014)  
Select this collection instead: Karger eBooks Collection 1997-2014 (karger.ebookscolle1997to2014)
Statistics

Totals:
6,793 providers
22,594 collections
52,805,742 records